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a b s t r a c t
Recent advances in manufacturing based on sacrificial fiber or template techniques have allowed complex networks of microchannels to be embedded in microvascular composites. In the thermal application
of interest, a novel battery packaging scheme for electric vehicles is considered where each battery is surrounded by microvascular composite panels for temperature regulation and structural protection. We use
simplified thermal and hydraulics models validated against more complex 3D FLUENT simulations and
experiments to obtain the surface temperature distribution of the panel and the pressure drops across
the microchannels. We further eliminate the cost and complexity associated with mesh generation by
applying the interface-enriched generalized finite element method (IGFEM), which allows a nonconforming mesh to capture the discontinuous temperature gradient across the microchannels. The
IGFEM thermal solver is then combined with a gradient-based shape optimization scheme to obtain optimal designs of a set of branched microchannel networks. The design parameters are the channel control
points, which define the shape of the network. We use the p-mean as a differentiable objective function in
place of the maximum temperature. To obtain accurate gradients with respect to the design parameters
efficiently, we perform a sensitivity analysis based on a recently developed adjoint method for IGFEM.
Starting from many distinct configurations, we obtain the optimal designs for a wide range of network
topologies. We also investigate the effect of the coolant flow rate on the optimal design.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Microvascular composites are a novel class of biomimetic materials that contain embedded microchannels resembling vascular
systems found in nature. Recently introduced sacrificial fiber and
template manufacturing techniques have allowed for the embedding of complex networks of microchannels in composite materials
[1,2]. The resulting material can be used for multifunctional applications based on the choice of fluid present in the microchannels.
For example, one can change the electromagnetic signature by
using a ferrofluid, tune the electrical properties by using an electrically conductive fluid, enable self-healing of the material by allowing appropriate chemicals to flow to damage sites, and regulate the
temperature of the material by circulating coolants [1,3–5]. The
thermal applications include space reentry or hypersonic vehicles,
⇑ Corresponding author at: Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801, USA. Fax: +1 217 244 0720.
E-mail address: geubelle@illinois.edu (P.H. Geubelle).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2016.07.092
0017-9310/Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

high-power electronics cooling and car battery cooling [6–11].
While this work focuses on battery cooling applications, the
method described here can be applied to other materials with
embedded microchannels used for thermal management.
Battery cooling is essential to extend the range of electric vehicles and prolong battery life [12]. For batteries with high energy
density such as those in electric vehicles, liquid cooling is the most
effective cooling method [13]. A typical battery packaging for electric vehicles consists of stacks of battery cells separated by fiberglass or steel panels to provide structural protection and cooling
plates to regulate battery temperature. Recently, a novel battery
packaging scheme in which a single microvascular composite provides both cooling and crash protection has been proposed [11].
The crash protection is superior to conventional battery packaging
because the carbon fiber reinforced composite possesses high
specific strength, stiffness as well as energy absorbing ability
[14,15].
The performance of battery cooling panels is usually analyzed
using a fluid-thermal solver that combines the Navier–Stokes and
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energy equations [16,17]. Because the Navier–Stokes equations are
nonlinear, the coupled fluid-thermal problem has to be solved iteratively until the residuals of the equations fall below a userdefined tolerance. To solve the equations, a sufficiently refined
mesh aligned with the walls of the embedded channels has to be
generated. Due to the large disparity in length scales between a
microchannel diameter and the panel dimensions, many elements
have to be created to ensure that the growth in element size from
the interior of a microchannel to the domain boundary does not
result in elements with high aspect ratios. As a result, a fullblown coupled fluid/thermal analysis of the microvascular panels
is computationally expensive. This is especially the case when
numerous designs have to be evaluated in an optimization or parametric study.
Therefore, in this work, we use a simplified thermal model
based on a simple energy balance of an infinitesimal segment of
a channel. The simple model only requires the solution of a linear
heat equation with an extra source/sink term due to the
microchannels. Moreover, because the microchannels are collapsed into lines or curves, the mesh generation burden is greatly
reduced. By verifying the model with the commercial software
ANSYS FLUENT v15.0 and validating the model with experiments,
we show that this simple model is sufficiently accurate for the battery cooling application.
We further improve efficiency by using the interface-enriched
generalized finite element method (IGFEM) [18,19], which allows
capturing the discontinuous temperature gradient across the
microchannels with a nonconforming mesh, thus eliminating the
mesh generation complexity and cost. Due to the use of stationary
and non-conforming mesh, a key advantage of the IGFEM, generalized/extended finite element method (GFEM/XFEM) and other
Eulerian approaches over the standard FEM (SFEM) in shape optimization analysis is that they do not suffer from the severe mesh
distortion that the SFEM often faces when the shape evolves
[20,21]. Another key advantage is that only the nodal velocities
of the enrichment nodes along the microchannels need to be evaluated, thus limiting the computational work for the sensitivity
analysis to the enriched elements intersecting the microchannels.
Because the design of the embedded channels is a crucial factor
in the performance of cooling panels, it has been the subject of
multiple studies. A performance evaluation of different base channel designs such as parallel, bifurcating/tree-like, serpentine, spiral, coiled, bifurcating-parallel hybrid and other designs was
presented in [17,22–24]. Within a base design, we can further optimize the performance by changing the shape of the channels. Due
to the large number of associated design parameters, gradientbased shape optimization [16] is more tractable than parametric
studies [25]. Other optimization methods that do not require a
starting base design are topology optimization [26], discrete topology optimization connecting lattice points in space [27–29] or constructal theory [30]. It is also worth mentioning that optimization
methods have also been applied to microchannel heat sink for
microelectronics cooling, but with a typical topology of unconnected channels running parallel to each other [31,32]. In these
studies, the design parameters are usually channel dimensions
and spacing between channels.
In optimization studies of cooling panels, objective functions
commonly considered are average temperature and standard deviation, a measure of temperature uniformity [16,26]. Temperature
uniformity is important because non-uniformity causes variations
in reaction rates that lead to incomplete energy utilization and
shorter battery life [12]. However, average temperature alone as
an objective function is not sufficient to keep the maximum temperature in the panel low. Furthermore, as seen later, the average
temperature is relatively insensitive to the channel design. Besides,
small regions with high temperature akin to the appearance of

areas with stress concentration in a compliance-based optimization [33] may also appear in the optimal design. This suggests that
the maximum temperature be minimized rather than the average
temperature. Unfortunately, the maximum temperature is not differentiable in a classical sense [34] and therefore conventional
gradient-based optimizer cannot be used when the maximum temperature is chosen as the objective function. Instead, following a
standard practice in stress-based optimization [35,36,33], the
p-mean of the temperature with a sufficiently large p is used in this
work.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the
simplified thermal model, the IGFEM solver and a Streamline
Upwind/Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) scheme employed to stabilize
the IGFEM solution. We then explain in Section 3 the hydraulics
equations used to model the pressure drops and flow rates in the
microchannel network. The numerical model is verified against
more complex 3D, fully coupled FLUENT simulations and validated
against experiments in Section 4. We then describe the general
optimization problem and the sensitivity analysis relevant to this
work in Section 5. Lastly, we apply the IGFEM-based shape optimization scheme to optimize different parallel network designs
defined by the number of branches and validate one of the optimized designs in Section 6.
2. Simplified model and interface-enriched generalized finite
element method
While prior works [25,37,8] model the microchannels with
finite diameters, we take advantage in the present study of the
low diameter-to-length ratio of a microchannel to collapse the
microchannels into line sources/sinks [38,28,29,39]. In the case of
non-circular cross section, ‘‘diameter” refers to the largest dimension of the cross section.
For brevity, we use hereafter the word ‘‘channel” to refer to a
microchannel. Consider a channel with cross-sectional area A, axial
velocity u and average velocity uave . Let T m be the mixed-mean
R
fluid temperature, defined as T m ¼ uTdA=ðAuave Þ [40]. Further,
_ and cf respectively denote the parametric coordinate along
let s; m
the channel in the flow direction, the mass flow rate and the specific heat capacity of the fluid. A simple energy balance over an
infinitesimal portion of a channel yields the following expression
for the heat flow rate per unit length of the channel [40]:

_ f
q0 ¼ mc

dT m
:
ds

ð1Þ

Let us further assume that T m is approximately equal to its wall
temperature, T w . Given the thermal conductivity tensor j of the
solid, a distributed heat source f ðxÞ, the convection coefficient h
and an ambient temperature T amb , the heat equation with contribution from nch channels is given by

r  ðjrTÞ þ f ðxÞ ¼

nch
X
ðiÞ
dl ðxÞcðiÞ t ðiÞ  rT þ hðT  T amb Þ;

ð2Þ

i¼1

_ ðiÞ cf ; t ðiÞ is the unit tangent vector of channel i in the
where cðiÞ ¼ m
R
ðiÞ
flow direction and dl ðxÞ ¼ l dðx  xðiÞ ðsÞÞds is the line Dirac delta
function associated with channel i. The assumptions made to derive
this equation are discussed in Appendix A.
Let the boundary of domain X be divided into two parts, CT and
Cq , where Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are speciðiÞ

fied, respectively. Denoting channel i by Cf

and the prescribed

heat flux as q00ps , the weak form of (2) is: Find the temperature field
T satisfying the Dirichlet boundary condition T jCT ¼ T ps such that
8v 2 V,
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Z
0¼

ðrv  jrT þ hv T ÞdX 

Xs

Z
þ

v ðf þ hT amb ÞdX þ

Xs

nch Z
X
i¼1

Z
Cq

CðiÞ
f

between original and enrichment degrees of freedom as well as
between original shape functions and enrichment functions, and
write (8) as:

v cðiÞ tðiÞ  rTdC

v q00ps dC;

ð3Þ

where V is the space of weighing functions. The presence of the
convective term in (3) implies that the associated stiffness matrix
is not symmetric. For a single channel, this term only causes instability at very high flow rates, well beyond the regime of interest
(below 60.0 ml/min). However, when multiple channels with
branching in the domain are present, we observe numerical oscillations in the solution similar to those that appear when modeling the
channels with non-zero diameters [37] at the flow rates of interest
in this study.
To remove the oscillations, we employ the streamline upwind/
Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) method [41], which modifies the weighing
function while maintaining equivalence with the original weak
form. As only balanced plain-weave composites are considered in
this work, the in-plane conductivity is assumed to be isotropic
[42] and we write the 2D conductivity tensor as j ¼ jI. Denoting
the density of the fluid by qf , the total number of the nodes in
the mesh by nn and the shape function associated with node j by
N j , we replace v in (3) by
nch
X

w¼vþ

s

ðiÞ ðiÞ ðiÞ
e uave t

 rv ;

ð4Þ

T h ðxÞ ¼ fNðxÞg0 fTg:
From (7), the SUPG weighing function has the form

wh ðxÞ ¼ fWðxÞg0 fVg;

fWg ¼ fNg þ

s ¼

"

ðiÞ

2uave

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

uave he qf cf
coth
2j

!


2j
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

uave he qf cf

;

ð5Þ

ðiÞ

he

¼

Z

½K ¼



Xs

and

ð6Þ

ð12Þ


½B½j½B0 þ hfWgfNg0 dX

nch Z
X

Z

fFg ¼

nn
X
jtðiÞ  rx Nj j:

ð11Þ

where

Xs

and

2

½Bft ðiÞ g;

½KfTg ¼ fFg;

0

CðiÞ
f

i¼1

#

e

2

and ½B is the matrix of the spatial derivative of fNg with each column corresponding to the derivative with respect to a coordinate.
The second term of (11) is understood to vanish at element boundaries [41].
Due to the arbitrariness of the weighing function, the discretized weak form reduces to

where
ðiÞ

nch
ðiÞ
X
h
i¼1

þ
he

ð10Þ

where

i¼1

ðiÞ
e

ð9Þ

fWgð½BcðiÞ ft ðiÞ gÞ dC;

Z

fWgðf þ hT amb ÞdX þ

Cq

ð13Þ

fVgq00ps dC:

ð14Þ

Details on the assembling of the stiffness matrix ½K and the load
vector fFg can be found in [21].

j¼1

Note that the streamline upwind contribution (second term of
(4)) is understood to vanish at the boundaries [41]. Because linear
triangular elements are used in this work, rxx v ¼ 0, which implies
that rx w ¼ rx v . Since our simplified model depends explicitly on
ðiÞ
_ ðiÞ rather than uðiÞ
m
ave , and uave arbitrarily depends on the assumed
ðiÞ

cross-sectional area, we eliminate uave from (5) by assuming
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

uave he qcf =j  1.

This

assumption

is

valid

because

uave he qcf =j  7000, based on the parameters used in the simulations described in Section 4. Therefore, (5) simplifies to
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
sðiÞ
e ¼ he =ð2uave Þ and (4) becomes

w¼vþ

nch
ðiÞ
X
h
e

i¼1

2

tðiÞ  rx v :

ð7Þ

In the finite element method, the weak form in (3) is solved by
approximating V by a finite dimensional space. Let there be non
original nodes in the non-conforming mesh with ui and N i ðxÞ
respectively denoting the nodal value and the Lagragian shape
function associated with node i. In the IGFEM formulation
[18,19], nen enrichment nodes are added along the channels to
yield the following approximation to the temperature field:

T h ðxÞ ¼




non
nen
X
X
fNðxÞg 0 fTg
ui Ni ðxÞ þ
bj wj ðxÞ ¼
;
fwðxÞg
fbg
i¼1
j¼1

ð8Þ

where wj is the enrichment function associated with enrichment
node j; bj is the generalized degree of freedom and fg0 denotes
the transpose of the vector fg. For simplicity in presenting the
adjoint method in Section 5, we hereafter omit the distinction

3. Hydraulics equations
_ ðiÞ , we first solve for
To obtain the mass flow rate in channel i; m
the pressure Pj at each end point or node of the channel network
using a system of hydraulics equations. The equations are assembled from the following relation between the nodal pressures,
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

Pj ; P k of channel i and the contribution of its flow rate Sj ; Sk to
the nodes j; k [43]:


g ðiÞ

1

1

1

1



Pj
Pk

(


¼

ðiÞ

Sj

ðiÞ

Sk

)
;

ð15Þ

where g ðiÞ is the conductance of channel i. For a square cross section
of width D or a circular cross section of diameter D, a channel length
L and a kinematic viscosity of m, the conductance is given by [44]
4

g¼

kD
:
mL

ð16Þ

For square cross sections, k ¼ 1=28:46 while for circular cross
sections, k ¼ p=128  1=40:74 [44,45]. For rectangular cross sec4

tions, kD is replaced by a3 bf1=3  64a tanh½pb=ð2aÞ=ð4p5 bÞg,
where a; b respectively denote the height and width of a cross section [44]. If P j and P k are the pressures at the two nodes of channel
_ ðiÞ ¼ g ðiÞ jPj  Pk j.
i, then m
All properties are assumed to be independent of temperature,
except for the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (in Pa.s), given by [46]



lðTÞ ¼ 0:0069

T
273:15

8:3

;

ð17Þ
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where the temperature T is expressed in K. The dynamic viscosity
used for the hydraulics equations is evaluated at the average temR
perature of the domain, hT i ¼ X TdX=jXj.

4. Validation study
Experiments were performed on microvascular composite panels with the setup shown in Fig. 1 and parameters presented in
Table 1. A composite panel, shown schematically in Fig. 2, was
heated from below by an electric heater with a heat distribution
profile f ðxÞ ¼ f ðx; yÞ shown in Fig. 1 and with average heat flux
characteristic of that generated by adjacent battery pouches, i.e.,
R
2
X f ðx; yÞdX=jXj ¼ 500 W=m . A water ethylene/glycol coolant was
pumped through the vascular network with a peristaltic pump
and the resulting pressure drop across the channel network was
measured with pressure transducers. While the inlet temperature
was determined with a thermocouple, the temperature distribution of the top surface of the panel was recorded with an infrared
(IR) camera.
We apply f ðx; yÞ on the bottom face, allow convective and radiative heat loss from the top face and insulate the thin sides of the
panel as shown in Fig. 2a and b to simulate the conditions of the
experiments in FLUENT. The convective heat loss is modeled as
qconv00 ¼ hconv ðT  T amb Þ, where hconv is found by fitting simulation results to results from experiments [10,11]. Using the Stefan–Boltzmann law for gray surfaces, the radiative heat loss is
modeled as qrad ¼ rB ðT 4  T 4amb Þ, where rB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The emissivity of the matte black paint used on the
panels,  is provided by the vendor.
The thermal conductivities of the composite were calculated
basd on the measured volume fraction of fiber (45%) and knowledge of thermal conductivities of the carbon fiber and epoxy as
provided by the manufacturer. The in-plane conductivity was then
calculated using a closed-form solution developed in [42] and the
out-of-plane conductivity was calculated using a self-consistent
model described in [47]. Further details on panel fabrication, testing and FLUENT simulations are presented in [10,11,2].
In the IGFEM simulations, we approximate the composite panel
with a 2D domain shown in Fig. 2. An equivalent ‘‘2D” conductivity
defined as j2D ¼ jt is used in order to account for the 2D approximation. Instead of a heat flux, a distributed heat source of strength
f ðxÞ is applied in the interior of the domain. All sides of the domain
are insulated except at the channel inlet, where T in = 22 °C. If the
Stefan–Boltzmann law is added to the heat Eq. (2), the resulting
equation becomes nonlinear and has to be solved iteratively.
00

Table 1
Experimental conditions, coolant and composite thermal properties.
In-plane dimension, Lx (mm)
In-plane dimension, Ly (mm)
Panel thickness, t (mm)
Fin coefficient, hconv (Wm2 K1 )
Ambient temperature, T amb (°C)
Emissivity, 
Coolant density (kgm

3

)

Coolant conductivity (Wm1 K1 )
Coolant heat capacity (Jkg

1

K1 )

1

Coolant flow rate (ml min )
Coolant inlet temperature (°C)

150
200
3
8
21
0.97
1065
0.419
3494
28.2

In-plane conductivity (Wm1 K1 )

22
2.04

Out-of-plane conductivity (Wm1 K1 )

0.59

Therefore, we linearize the Stefan–Boltzmann equation by assuming that T is close to T amb to obtain the following approximation

qrad  hrad ðT  T amb Þ;

ð18Þ

where hrad ¼ 4rB T 3amb ¼ 5:6 W m2 K1 . As a result, only a single
convective heat loss term with h ¼ hconv þ hrad is used in our IGFEM
simulations.
The mesh used by FLUENT for a network of parallel channels
shown in Fig. 2 contains a high concentration of elements in and
near the channels to resolve the fluid velocities in the channel network. To achieve convergence in the average surface temperature
and pressure drop, the number of elements needed exceeds 7 million. In contrast, the mesh for IGFEM in Fig. 2 contains only 9600
elements, is uniform everywhere and does not need to conform
to the channel geometry. The maximum computational time
(excluding the time to create the channel network) on a single
thread is 1 min for the bifurcating design with a 60  80 triangular
mesh containing 9600 elements. In contrast, the mesh generation
(excluding the creation of the channel geometry) in ANSYS and
the FLUENT simulation take approximately seven hours to run on
a single thread. Furthermore, creating a channel network consisting of lines is much simpler than creating a volumetric geometry
of the channels.
The validation study was conducted for the parallel, bifurcating,
spiral and serpentine channel networks shown in Fig. 3a to d with
total lengths of 1.54, 1.61, 1.46 and 1.35 m, respectively. To obtain
the temperature distribution using FLUENT, we simulate the channels with uniform rectangular cross sections of width 1.02 mm and
height 0.84 mm corresponding to the average channel dimensions

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for the heating of a microvascular composite panel with active-cooling. (b) The fourth-order polynomial fit, f ðx; yÞ ¼ 500ð0:2489 þ 23:42x
þ21:87y  485:7x2  16:96xy  356:8y2 þ 4317x3 þ 170:4yx2 þ 276:7y2 x þ 2422y3  14060x4  791yx3  490x2 y2  972:2y3 x  5849y4 Þ Wm2 , to the heat flux distribution
of the heater.
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Fig. 2. (a) FLUENT setup and (b) IGFEM setup with q2D00 ¼ f ðx; yÞ  hðT  T amb Þ for validation. Meshes used for the (c) FLUENT and (d) IGFEM simulations.

measured experimentally. Comparison of the top surface temperatures from FLUENT and the IGFEM temperature distribution in
Fig. 3 shows excellent agreement. As shown in Table 2, the IGFEM
results agree with FLUENT results within 1 °C. Moreoever, both
simulations slightly underpredict the surface temperature measured experimentally as revealed in Fig. 3. In all cases, the difference between simulation and experiment temperatures is less
than 2 °C, which is within the uncertainty of the experiments.
In Table 3, we compare the standard deviations of the temper
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
R
2
ature rT ¼
X ðT  hTiÞ dX=jXj and the total pressure drop. All
standard deviations agree within 10%. The pressure drops calculated using the simplified models agree with experiments to within
11% while the FLUENT pressure drops differ from experiments by
at most 20%.
In order to simulate the pressure drop DP, we use the reduced
dimensions of the cross section, defined as the average minus the
standard deviation of the experimentally measured crosssectional dimensions (0.94 mm  0.8 mm). The reduced dimensions are used because (i) the smaller cross sections contribute
significantly to the pressure drop, as evident by the strong
dependence on the diameter in (16) and (ii) better agreement
between experiments and simulations are obtained compared to
that using the average dimensions. In the FLUENT simulations,
the dynamics viscosity varies in the fluid according to (17). As
shown in Table 3, the FLUENT simulations overestimate the pressure drops measured experimentally. However, due to the offseting effects of not accounting for the formation of the vortices at a
branch or a bend in a channel [48,22] and the use of the reduced

dimensions, IGFEM slightly underestimates the pressure drops
measured experimentally.
5. Adjoint method and sensitivity analysis
We now combine the simplified thermal model and associated
IGFEM solver with gradient-based shape optimization algorithms
available in MATLAB with the control points/end points of the
channels as design variables. The interior-point [49] and SQP [50]
algorithms are found to be sufficiently robust for this work. However, it is also found that the latter is more capable of producing
solutions further from the initial guesses. As with all gradientbased optimization algorithms, we can only guarantee that a stationary solution (local minimum or saddle point) is found when
certain conditions are met for a general well-posed optimization
problem with nonlinear objective function and/or constraints
[50]. To increase the chance of getting a solution close to the global
optimum, we perform optimizations starting from many distinct
initial designs.
The gradients are evaluated using a sensitivity analysis of the
discretized equations based on an adjoint method developed
recently for IGFEM [21]. Some of the basic steps of the sensitivity
analysis directly relevant to the thermal problem of interest are
described hereafter. Details on the evaluation of terms such as
the derivatives of the shape functions with respect to design
parameters and the design velocity field can be found in [21].
Let us denote the nodal coordinates of the mesh by X and the
0
design parameter vector by d ¼ fd1 ; . . . ; dnd g . The general form of
the optimization problem is
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Fig. 3. (a) Parallel, (b) bifurcating, (c) spiral and (d) serpentine reference designs for the cooling of composite panels. (e)–(h) Experiment and (i)–(l) FLUENT top surface
temperature distributions compared to (m)–(p) IGFEM temperature solutions.

min
d

hðTðXðdÞ; dÞ; X; dÞ;

such that gðTðXðdÞ; dÞ; X; dÞ 6 0;
and

½KðXðdÞ; dÞfTðXðdÞ; dÞg ¼ fFðXðdÞ; dÞg:

ð19Þ

In this work, for reasons discussed later in Section 6.2, we consider the following specific form of the objective function:

h ¼ jXjðT p Þp ¼

Z

X

T p dX ¼

Z

X

p

ðfNg0 fTgÞ dX;

ð20Þ
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Table 2
Comparison of average temperatures hT i (°C) and maximum temperatures T max (°C)
from experiments, FLUENT and IGFEM, denoted respectively by the superscripts (E),
(F) and (I). The top surface temperatures of experiments and FLUENT are used for
comparison.
Design

hT iðEÞ

hT iðFÞ

hT iðIÞ

T ðEÞ
max

T ðFÞ
max

T ðIÞ
max

Parallel
Bifurcating
Spiral
Serpentine

30.4
29.8
30.0
29.8

29.0
28.8
28.4
28.6

28.7
28.4
28.2
28.3

37.2
34.0
33.2
33.6

36.5
33.0
31.5
32.6

36.8
32.9
31.4
32.5

¼

rðEÞ
T

rðFÞ
T

rðIÞ
T

ðDPÞðEÞ

ðDPÞðFÞ

ðDPÞðIÞ

Parallel
Bifurcating
Spiral
Serpentine

3.0
2.4
1.8
2.5

3.2
2.5
1.9
2.1

3.3
2.5
2.0
2.3

10.3
8.0
109
110

10.9
8.6
130
121

9.9
7.4
106
97.8

R
1=p
where jXj is the area of the domain in 2D and T p ¼ X T p dX=jXj
is the p-mean of temperature. For a given p, the optimization of the
R
1=p
p-norm defined as kTkp ¼ X T p dX
is equivalent to that of the pmean.
Without loss of generality, we restrict the following discussion
to a single design parameter d. Given a function hðx; dÞ and the
shape velocity field v ðx; dÞ ¼ @x=@d, where x denotes the spatial
coordinates, the total shape material derivative is defined as


h ¼ ðrx hÞ v þ @h=@d. Using the Reynolds transport formula and
0
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7 12

3

4 11
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9 8



R

"
p1

0

pðfNg fTgÞ

Xs




0

#

fNg fTg þ ðfNg fTgÞ rx  v dX



R
p1
¼ Xs pðfNg0 fTgÞ

Table 3
Comparison of standard deviations of temperatures rT (°C) and pressure drops DP
(kPa) from experiments, FLUENT and IGFEM, denoted respectively by the superscripts
(E), (F) and (I).
Design



the chain rule h1 h2 ¼ h1 h2 þ h1 h2 , the derivative of (20) with
respect to the design parameter d is given by
"
#

R
p
p
0
0
@h
¼ Xs ðfNg fTgÞ þ ðfNg fTgÞ rx  v dX
@d
0

p


@N 0
fTg þ fNg0 fT g
@d


p
þ ðfNg0 fTgÞ rx  v dX:
ð21Þ



In writing fN g as f@N=@dg, we have implicitly assumed that all
the arguments of fNg have been expressed explicitly as functions
of d. Note that, unlike for the standard FEM, the term
f@N=@dg – 0 in XFEM/GFEM/IGFEM [21]. The term, easily missed
if the non-discretized form of (20) is differentiated directly, cannot
be neglected to obtain the correct derivative.
Relation (21) can be rewritten as

@h
¼ fF adj g0 fT g þ R;
@d

ð22Þ

where

Z
fF adj g ¼

Xs

p1

pðfNg0 fTgÞ

fNgdX;

ð23Þ

and

Z 
R¼

Xs

p1

pðfNg0 fTgÞ


 0
@N
p
fTg þ ðfNg0 fTgÞ rx  v dX:
@d

ð24Þ

5 6

Fig. 4. (a) two-branch, (e) five-branch and (g) eight-branch parallel networks used as reference designs for comparison with optimal designs. (b), (f), (h) Corresponding
nonlinear constraint triangles used to help prevent self-intersections as explained in Section 6.1. Examples of (c) self-crossing channel network and (d) nonlinear constraint
violation.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of T max during the shape optimization of the two-branch case. The
inset presents a zoomed-in view of the maximum temperature associated with
multiple local optimal configurations.

Fig. 5. Optimization history of the five-branch parallel design.


To obtain fT g, we differentiate the discretized weak form of the
thermal equations to obtain

 
 

@K
@F
fTg þ
;
½KfT g ¼ fF pseudo g ¼ 
@d
@d

Let the subscripts f and ps respectively denote the free and pre

ð25Þ

scribed nodal values of the temperature field. fT g can be partitioned into two parts, i.e.,

8  9 ( )

<T =
f
fT g ¼ 
¼ Tf ;
:
;
0
T ps


where



 Z
 
 0


 
@K
@B
@B
@W
@N
¼
½j½B0 þ ½B½j
fNg0 þ h
fWg0
þh
@d
@d
@d
@d
@d
Xs


þ ½B½j½B0 þ hfWgfNg0 rx  v ÞdX


nch Z
X
@W
0
0
ð½BcðiÞ ft ðiÞ gÞ þ fWgð½BcðiÞ ftðiÞ gÞ r@  v
þ
ðiÞ
@d
i¼1 Cf
 
 ðiÞ  0 #
@B ðiÞ ðiÞ
@ cðiÞ ðiÞ
ðiÞ @t
þfWg
c ft g þ ½B
ft g þ ½Bc
dC
@d
@d
@d
ð26Þ

Similarly, by partitioning ½K into four parts, (25) becomes


½K ff fT f g ¼ fF pseudo;f g:

  Z 


@F
@W
¼
ðf þ hT amb Þ þ fWgf þ fWgðf þ hT amb Þrx  v dX
@d
@d
Xs
Z  

@V 00
q þ fVgq00 ps þ fVgq00ps r@  v dC:
þ
@d ps
Cq
ð27Þ
Here, we have used r@  to denote the surface divergence (or line
0
divergence in 2D), i.e, r@  h ¼ tr½ðrx hÞ ðI  nnÞ, where the jth column of rx h is the spatial gradient of hj . The evaluation of @t ðiÞ =@d
is straightforward and will not be detailed here, and we describe
the calculation of f@W=@dg and @ cðiÞ =@d in the Appendix B. The
boundary term of (27) vanishes as q00ps ¼ 0 in the present work.

ð29Þ

At this point, we can already calculate (21) by solving (29) for
each design parameter. If nf  nf is the size of ½K ff  and nd is the
number of design parameters, then the number of operations is
Oðnd n2f Þ. The number of operations can be made independent of
nd by using the adjoint method, in which the product of a multiplier fKf g and (29) is added to (21) to yield




¼ fF adj g0 fT g þ R þ fKf g0 ½K ff fT f g þ fF pseudo;f g

@h
@d

and

ð28Þ


 
¼ fF adj;f g0  fKf g0 ½K ff  fT f g þ fKf g0 fF pseudo;f g þ R:

ð30Þ



Upon setting the coefficient of fT f g to zero, we have

½K ff 0 fKf g ¼ fF adj;f g

ð31Þ

and

@h
¼ fKf g0 fF pseudo;f g þ R:
@d

ð32Þ

It should be noted that (31) needs to be solved only once
regardless of nd . We also emphasize that ½K ff  is not symmetric in
general due to the convective term.

Fig. 6. Bounding boxes indicated by dash rectangles for generating random initial designs for (a) two and (c) five branches together with examples of initial designs ((b) and
(d)).
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Fig. 8. Reference (a, d, g) and optimal (b, e, h) designs for two, five and eight branches. (c), (f) and (i): Temperature distributions corresponding to the optimal designs
compared with the reference temperature distributions with the upper bound of the color bar set to the maximum temperature of the corresponding reference design. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

6. Optimization of parallel network designs
In the remainder of this paper, we apply the shape optimization
method to the parallel channel designs with different number of
branches. Parallel designs with two, five and eight branches are
presented in Fig. 4a, e and g together with the non-conforming
structured mesh used for the optimization analysis. The problem
setup is similar to that of Fig. 2 except for the nature of the thermal
loading applied to the battery cooling panel: To more accurately
simulate the thermal load that a battery cooling panel would
receive, no heat loss from the surface is assumed and a uniform
heat source of 500 Wm2 is applied. This represents the scenario
where a panel is heated from both sides. The thermal conductivity
of the composite is raised to 2.7 Wm1 K1 to represent a composite with a higher fiber volume fraction of 60%, the inlet temperature is set at 27 °C and the inlet flow rate is 28.2 ml/min unless
specified otherwise. The width and height of the channel cross sec-

tion are set to 0.75 mm. These conditions are representative of the
heat flux, coolant temperature and coolant flow rate found in
Chevy Volt cooling panels [16]. As indicated earlier, the design
parameters are the locations of all control points indicated by blue
diamonds in the figure, except the inlet and outlet control points,
which are fixed. Thus the shape optimization problems described
in Fig. 4a, e and g involve 12, 24 and 36 design parameters, respectively. The bounding boxes for all design parameters are chosen as
(in m) f0:005 6 x 0:145; 0:005 6 y 0:195g.
6.1. Geometrical constraints
One of the key constraints of the design problem is associated
with the ‘‘self-crossing” of some of the channels, which renders
the problem unphysical, as illustrated in Fig. 4. To address this
issue, we apply a set of simple geometrical constraints to triangles
constructed from the networks as shown in Fig. 4b, f and h. Let /
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6.3. Optimal designs of branched networks
A wide range of potential optimal configurations is investigated
by starting the optimization from more than 40 distinct designs for
each number of branches. The initial designs are obtained by randomizing the initial positions of the control points within nonoverlapping bounding boxes shown in Fig. 6a and c. Some of the
initial designs are presented in Fig. 6b and d.
As apparent from the optimization histories for the two-branch
case shown in Fig. 7, the optimizer reduces T max by more than 20 °C
compared to the reference maximum temperature T max;ref (represented by a horizontal line in the figure). Numerous optimal solutions are obtained, as shown in the inset by the various stationary
values of T max . It should be noted that, due to round-off errors and
various approximations in the algorithm (such as the approximate
Hessian [50,49]), optimal solutions with similar shapes may have
slightly different objective function values and design parameter
values, as also observed in [16] with the SQP algorithm in MATLAB.
The ‘‘best optimal” configuration (in terms of T max ) corresponds to
the red circular point indicated by an arrow in Fig. 7 with
T max = 51.7 °C, and is shown in Fig. 8b.
In Fig. 8, we present the optimal designs for two, five and eight
branches, together with the corresponding reference designs and
temperature distributions. As apparent from these figures, the
thermal performance of the optimal designs is greatly superior to
that of the reference designs in terms of both maximum temperature and temperature uniformity. The predicted configuration
depends strongly on the number of branches in the network: the

2−branch opt.
2−branch ref.
5−branch opt.
5−branch ref.
8−branch opt.
8−branch ref.
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6.2. Choice of p in p-mean
As described earlier, the max function T max ðdÞ ¼ maxx Tðx; dÞ is
not differentiable in the classical sense [34], and is typically
replaced by a differentiable alternative such as the KreisselmeierSteinhauser function or the p-norm/p-mean in stress-based optimization [35,36,33]. Adopting the latter approach, we replace
T max ðdÞ with T p , noting that limp!1 T p ¼ T max ðdÞ since Tðx; dÞ is a
continuous function of x and the domain is bounded and closed
[51]. In general, T p 6 T max ðdÞ 6 kTkp [51,52]. However, there is no
explicit relationship between T max ðdÞ and T p .
The choice of p is the result of a compromise: large values may
cause T p to be ill-conditioned or less smooth [33,36], but small values may not allow T p to capture reliably the trend in T max ðdÞ,
resulting in local regions of high temperature similar to regions
of stress concentration in structural optimization problems
[33,36]. Based on our numerical observations and on recommended values for stress-based optimization [33], we adopt
p ¼ 8. It is worth mentioning here that to integrate (20) exactly
over a triangle with p ¼ 8, a 16-point Gauss-Dunavant quadrature
[53] is required.
Fig. 5 illustrates the optimization history of T 8 and T max for the
five-branch parallel design study starting from the reference
design, showing how T max follows the overall downward trend of
T 8.
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and A respectively denote the interior angle and area of a triangle
such as f2; 3; 4g in Fig. 4. The geometrical constraints take the
form: (i) sin / P sin /o for some /o 2 ½0; p=2 (typically,
/o ¼ 0:5 ) and (ii) A P Ao (typically, Ao ¼ 0:001 area of domain).
Mathematically, condition (ii) is redundant. However, numerically,
it is needed when two vertices are very close together and calculation of sin / becomes inaccurate. The derivative of the above nonlinear constraints with respect to the design parameters can
readily be found as the vertex locations are directly related to
the design parameters.
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Fig. 9. (a) Flow rates in the interior channels of the two-, five-, and eight-branch
reference and optimal designs, with the channel numbers shown in Fig. 8. (b)
Temperature difference DT ¼ T max  T in and pressure drop DP obtained for the
optimal designs as a function of number of branches. The temperature rise of the
coolant DT coolant is also shown for comparison.

optimal designs for two to six branches tend to adopt a more ‘‘vertical configuration” while those with seven to twelve branches
appear to be diagonally oriented. For a low number of branches,
it is reasonable to stretch the channels as long as possible to maximize area coverage. Hence, the vertically oriented design is preferred. However, the higher the number of branches, the lower
the flow rate in each channel, which results in a more rapid temperature rise along the channel. Therefore, the optimal designs
for high number of branches tend to have shorter channel segments, i.e., the diagonal orientation is preferred. As shown in
Fig. 9, the optimal designs tend to equalize the flow rates in the
interior channels, thereby achieving a more uniform temperature
field. This observation is consistent with that of an existing study
[24], where it is shown that the ‘‘distributor” designs with the most
uniform flow distribution generally have the best performance in
terms of maximum temperature difference and thermal resistance.
Fig. 9b shows that the reduction in the maximum temperature
of the microvascular panel diminishes as the number of branches
increases and saturates between eight to ten branches. As a reference, we have also plotted the expected rise in coolant tempera_ f Þ if all the applied heat is absorbed by the
ture, DT coolant ¼ Q =ðmc
coolant. This rise in temperature is also a lower bound for DT. At
ten branches, the maximum temperature of the optimal design is
only 1.5 °C above DT coolant . We also observe that the pressure drop
needed to circulate the coolant is substantially higher for the vertically oriented optimal designs with six branches or less. The pressure drop appears to be the lowest for the eight branch design,
beyond which DP increases slightly with the number of branches.

6.4. Effect of flow rate on optimal design
All the design results presented thus far are based on a constant
flow rate of 28.2 ml/min. In this section, the effect of the flow rate
on the design of the five-branch network is investigated by varying
the flow rate from 2.82 to 56.3 ml/min. Some of the optimal
designs are shown in Fig. 10a–d. The transition from a diagonal
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Fig. 10. Best optimal configurations for flow rates of (a) 5.63, (b) 16.9, (c) 28.2 and (d) 45.1 ml/min. (e) presents the effect of the flow rate on the temperature difference
DT ¼ T max  T in and pressure drop DP associated with the best optimal design. The temperature rise of the coolant DT coolant is also shown for comparison.

Fig. 11. Numerical temperature distributions of (a) the reference and (b) the optimal five-branch networks. (c) Laser-cut sacrificial template used to embed the optimal fivebranch network in the composite panel for the validation study. (d) Experimentally-measured temperature distribution of the optimal network.

design to a vertical design between 11.3 and 16.9 ml/min is consistent with the earlier observations: for low flow rates, the channels
tend to be shorter to maximize their cooling effect.
As evident in Fig. 10, the thermal impact of the embedded network increases (i.e., DT ¼ T max  T in decreases) with increasing
flow rate, but at a declining rate in a trend consistent with previous
studies [17,54,55]. This trend is due to the positive correlation
between DT and the temperature rise of the coolant DT coolant , itself
_ f Þ. The ‘‘cost” of
linked to the flow rate through DT coolant Q =ðmc
circulating the coolant is illustrated through the evolution of the
pressure drop DP, which, as expected, increases with the flow rate.
However, it shows two distinct linear regions, with a transition
corresponding to the flow rate at which the aforementioned transition from vertical to diagonal configurations takes place.

6.5. Validation of five-branch optimal design
In this final section, we present a validation study of the fivebranch optimal design under the thermal loading conditions
described in the validation exercise of Section 4 and for the same
1

flow rate of 28:2 ml min . As shown in Fig. 11a and b, the IGFEM
temperature distribution of the optimal network is significantly
more uniform than that of the reference network. The average
and maximum temperatures of the optimal network are respectively 28.8 °C and 34.6 °C compared to 30.8 °C and 38.4 °C for the
reference network. For this validation study, we have fabricated
the optimal network by using the sacrificial template shown in
Fig. 11 [10,11,2]. The experimentally measured average and maximum temperatures are respectively 30.5 °C and 36.5 °C, which are
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slightly higher than the simulated values, but within experimental
error. The experimental standard deviation of 2.5 °C agrees closely
with that of simulated value of 2.87 °C. On the other hand, the
experimental pressure drop of 26.4 kPa is higher than the simulated value of 20.8 kPa, which is calculated using the hydraulic
equation and the experimentally measured minimum cross section
dimensions. One possible source of the discrepancy is the omission
of additional pressure penalty at the corners of the channels in the
hydraulics equations.
7. Conclusions
A simplified thermal/hydraulic model has been used to model
the impact of an embedded channel network on the thermal field
in a thin microvascular composite and the pressure drop needed
to circulate the coolant. To facilitate the discretization of the many
configurations analyzed in the design process, and to avoid issues
associated with mesh distortion present in conventional finiteelement-based shape optimization studies, an interface-enriched
generalized finite element method (IGFEM) has been used for the
thermal solver, allowing for accurate and efficient solutions of
the thermal problem with meshes that do not conform to the network configurations. A SUPG scheme has been introduced to stabilize the IGFEM solution. The IGFEM solver has been verified against
nonlinear, fluid/thermal 3D FLUENT solutions, and validated
against experimental measurements. By combining the thermal
IGFEM solver with a gradient-based shape optimization scheme,
we have optimized the designs of parallel networks defined by a
set of branched channels. To avoid self-intersection of the channels, a set of simple nonlinear constraints have been incorporated
in the design problem formulation, and each design analysis has
involved multiple initial configurations to address the presence
of a large number of local optima.
The shape optimization studies have led to configurations substantially different from the reference parallel channel configurations, with thermal performance greatly improved both in terms
of reducing the maximum temperature and achieving a uniform
temperature field. The predicted optimal designs have shown
shorter and longer channel segments for low and high number of
branches, respectively. Consistent with the previous trend, we also
found a transition from a design with shorter channels at low flow
rates to one with longer channels for higher flow rates. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the simulation results of the
five-branch optimal design agree with experimental results. The
method described here can be applied to a wide range of objective
functions and constraints.
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Appendix A
Since T m is always lower than T w , the simplified model tends to
underpredict the temperature in the microvascular composite. We
can estimate the difference as follows: Using (1), the definition of
the Nusselt number Nu ¼ ho Dh =jf and q0 ¼ 4Aho ðT w  T m Þ=Dh ,
where ho ; Dh ; jf respectively denote the convection coefficient
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between the wall and the fluid, the hydraulic diameter of the channel and conductivity of the fluid, one can show that
_ f =ð4Ajf NuÞdT m =ds. Given a net heat transfer Q into
T w  T m ¼ D2h mc
_ f LÞ and
a channel of length L; dT m =ds  Q =ðmc

Tw  Tm 

D2h
4A

Q

jf NuL

:

ð33Þ

For fully developed flows, Nu and hence T w  T m do not depend
_ Based on the parameters in Section 4 and denoting the kineon m.
matic viscosity by m, typical values of the Reynolds number and
Prandtl number are Re ¼ uav e Dh =m ¼ 185 and Pr ¼ 26, respectively.
This yields a thermal entry length (0:05RePrDh ) of approximately
0.2 m compared to a total channel length, L  1:5 m. Using
Nu  3:66 for rectangular tubes with aspect ratio equal to that of
the channels in Section 4, and constant axial wall heat flux and
peripheral wall temperature boundary condition [45], the difference between T w and T m is estimated to be approximately 1.6 °C.
Appendix B
The derivative of the weighing function with respect to a design
parameter is given by

  
 
 ðiÞ !
nch
ðiÞ
@W
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1X
@he
@t
ðiÞ @B
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
;
¼
þ
ft g þ he ½B
½Bft g þ he
@d
@d
2 i¼1 @d
@d
@d

ð34Þ
where
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2 j¼1
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ð35Þ
and

fBj g ¼


0
@Nj @Nj
:
;
@x @y

ð36Þ

_ ðiÞ =@d, we first need to obtain @P j =@d,
To obtain @ cðiÞ =@d ¼ cf @ m
i.e, the derivative of the nodal pressures with respect to a design
parameter. Differentiating the hydraulics equation ½GfPg ¼ fSg,
we have

½G

 
 
 
@P
@G
@S
¼
fPg þ
;
@d
@d
@d

ð37Þ

which is reminiscent of the pseudo-force Eq. (25). If nodes j; k are
the end nodes of channel i, the derivative of its mass flow rate is


_ ðiÞ
@m
@Pj @Pk
¼ g ðiÞ signðPj  P k Þ

:
@d
@d
@d

ð38Þ
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